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CREDITS LIST

Farfetch live sessions (Vision Mixer)
Vivid Broadcast for Studio Boum
04/2021
Cinematic remote production filming in Vancouver, Seoul and London. I was responsible for vision mixing the Vancouver shoot, with
feeds being streamed live from the cameras on location to the remote gallery in London.

HRVY behind closed doors (Vision Mixer)
Spiritland for ON AIR
04/2021
Global live stream filmed at the Royal Albert Hall in London. The event was filmed in large format and using a cinematic multi-camera
workflow.

Amazon Music Sessions on Twitch - UK (Director / Vision Mixer)
Streaming Tank for Blast
11/2020 - 04/2021
Weekly music shows streamed live on the Amazon Music app and on Twitch. The shows were filmed in remote production, and
included live music performances and interviews with several artists joining from different locations. As well as directing and vision
mixing the shows I was responsible for leading the gallery team.

Rock Scene Presents - Amazon Music UK (Director / Vision Mixer)
Streaming Tank for Blast
03/2021
Live special streamed on Twitch and on the Amazon Music app. As well as directing the show I was also responsible for managing
the OB crew on site, and liaising with the client.

+44 Takeover - Amazon Music UK (Director / Vision Mixer)
Streaming Tank for Blast
11/2020 - 03/2021
3 live specials streamed live on Twitch and on the Amazon Music app. These were filmed using a remote production solution, and
using a combination of traditional camera channels and PTZ cameras.

Liberal Democrats Conference 2021 (Director / Vision Mixer)
Vivid Broadcast for the Liberal Democrats
03/2021
3 days of live panel discussions and debate. We also provided a live feed to Sky news, BBC news, and ITN for the leader’s speech. I
was responsible for leading the remote gallery team as well as directing the crew on site.

Amazon Music Sessions on Twitch - Germany (Director / Vision Mixer)
Streaming Tank for Blast
11/2020 - 03/2021
Weekly music show streamed live on the Amazon Music app and on Twitch. The shows were filmed in remote production, and
included live music performances and interviews with several artists joining from different locations. As well as directing and vision
mixing the shows I was responsible for leading the gallery team.
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Amazon Music Sessions on Twitch - France (Director / Vision Mixer)
Streaming Tank for Blast
03/2021
Live show filmed in remote production with the cameras in Paris. I was responsible for directing both the camera crew on site and the
gallery team.

Amazon Music Sessions - Italy (Director / Vision Mixer)
Streaming Tank for Blast
12/2020 - 02/2021
Weekly music show streamed live on the Amazon Music app and on Twitch. The shows were filmed in remote production, and
included live music performances and interviews with several artists joining from different locations. As well as directing and vision
mixing the shows I was responsible for leading the gallery team.

Nitin Sawhney live at the Roundhouse (Vision Mixer)
Spiritland for Senbla
02/2021
Global live stream from the Sam Wanamaker playhouse in London.

The Great - virtual read through (Director / Vision Mixer)
Vivid Broadcast
1/2021
Live read through for 2 drama episodes, with all the actors joining from different locations via a live link. I was responsible for
creating a multi camera script, and leading the gallery team during the coverage of the read through.

Jamie Oliver live on Your Morning Canada (Technical Producer - Vision Mixer)
Vivid Broadcast for Jamie Oliver Productions
12/2020
Live cooking segment on Your Morning Canada. I was the key point of contact with the client, and was responsible for ensuring a
smooth delivery of the live feed overseas, whilst respecting strict editorial guidelines.

Naomi’s Garden Christmas Fundraiser (Director / Vision Mixer)
Vivid Broadcast
12/2020
Live fundraiser event. I was responsible for developing a visual look for the show, and leading the gallery team.

Genistar Conference (Director / Vision Mixer)
Vivid Broadcast for Genistar
10/2020
Corporate event featuring a live studio as well as remote guests. I worked in an extremely fast paced and constantly changing
environment, in which we constantly had to adapt the structure of the show to new covid restrictions which were imposed only a few
days before the live programme.

Liberal Democrats Conference 2020 (Director / Vision Mixer)
Vivid Broadcast for the Liberal Democrats
9/2020
I was responsible for leading the gallery team during the coverage of some panel discussions, with a combination of contributors in
the studio and remote guests.

The Barcolana (Director / Technical Producer)
A21 for BT Sport
10/2019
Live broadcast of the biggest sailing race in the world. I was responsible for organising the live coverage and delivery of the event to
several  Rai channels (Italian national broadcaster) and BT Sport. I directed and vision mixed the host feed, and edited a one hour
highlights programme. The event was distributed worldwide and had a potential outreach of 518 million households.

Nigeria @ 60 (Editor)
Vivid Broadcast for Duck
10/2020
Music performances from Wizkid and Burna Boy aimed at celebrating Nigeria’s diamond jubilee. I edited 2x 1 hour programmes in an
extremely fast turnaround.



African Water Crisis (Editor)
AFC for CGTN
9-10/2020
Current affairs documentary revealing the challenges of living in some of the largest South African townships during the start of the
covid 19 outbreak.

The Weekend Workshop (Junior Editor)
Angel Eye Media for Discovery
4-8/2020
DIY programme following Kate Humble, Max McMurdo and Zoe Pocock as they work on DIY projects during lockdown.

Curvy Brides Boutique (Junior Editor)
Angel Eye Media for Discovery
6/2019 - 3/2020
Reality series filmed in a plus size wedding dress boutique in Essex. The show captures the highs and lows of brides to be on their
journey to the big day.

Cops UK: Bodycam Squad (Junior Editor)
Raw Cut Television for UKTV
4-5/2019
Observational documentary providing a first person perspective, using hi-tech body cams, of police life and the challenges they face
on a daily basis.


